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The Manipulation of Custom: From
Uprising to Intervention in the
Solomon Islands, by Jon Fraenkel.
Wellington: Victoria University Press,
2004. isbn 0-86473-487-5; 262
pages, tables, figures, maps, appen-
dixes, list of acronyms, notes, index.
us$29.95.

Happy Isles in Crisis: The Historical
Causes for a Failing State in Solomon
Islands, 1988–2004, by Clive Moore.
Canberra: Asia Pacific Press, 2004.
isbn 0-7315-3709-2; xi + 265 pages,
tables, maps, abbreviations, notes,
bibliography, index. a$35.00.

It is a rare luxury to have two quite
similar books to review together—not
as an opportunity for point scoring
between them, but rather for judging
how Pacific histories are written.

Fraenkel’s book is important and
timeless, being the first to record a
step-by-step chronology of the events
behind and during the catastrophic
political, economic, and social col-
lapse of Solomon Islands. In 1998,
Solomon Islands was proceeding
steadily, if slowly, toward a delayed
nationhood. Then, unexpectedly, a
feud between two neighboring island
peoples—some traditional landholders
on Guadalcanal and some immigrant
groups from Malaita, with grievances
and injustices on both sides—degener-
ated into a low-intensity civil war.
This was called, rather curiously,
“ethnic tension.”

The already fragile government
could not cope, so core infrastructure
and social services collapsed, espe-
cially after Malaitan factions within
the police force raided the Police
armory and joined in the looting
and fighting. The capital, Honiara,

became a Malaitan-dominated enclave
where armed militants plundered the
city and the state. In the Guadalcanal
countryside, groups of unemployed
youths, “raskols,” banded together
into loose groups of private militia
rampaging destructively while no one
knew who, if anyone, was in charge.
As the lawlessness and looting spread
to encircle Honiara, 20,000 planta-
tion workers and impoverished towns-
people fled to Malaita as refugees. 

At the very same time that the
main faction leaders were categori-
cally denying any personal responsi-
bility or culpability, they were also
demanding that the beleaguered gov-
ernment intervene, especially to pay
pseudo-traditional (ie, cash) compen-
sation to calm both sides. Their greed
and their looting of the state, often
abetted by venal politicians, made the
collapse inevitable. However, it took
a long time for the regional powers
in the Pacific, especially Australia, to
accept that the Solomons could no
longer cope alone and could not
recover without armed intervention
from outside.

As Fraenkel noted, his book “pro-
vides a [chronological] account of the
crisis from 1998 to 2003. . . . It relies
on those documentary resources that
are available from scanty local and
international newspaper reports,
government press releases, rebel
newsletters . . . [though] such sources
are inevitably prone to error, both of
interpretation and omission. Plausibly,
reconstruction is best left to the histo-
rians. . . . Diplomatic sources after all
only become available 30 years after
the event” (12).

The value of Fraenkel’s book is its
first comprehensive chronology of
those troubled years during which all
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parties, including the faction leaders,
the government, and the media, were
deluged with disinformation, rumors,
and counter-rumors. Throughout the
crisis, there was a grave lack of reli-
able information about the objectives
of the key players, the intentions
behind the rhetoric, and what was
actually going on. The reality was
that on the ground, even in Honiara,
most people could not read or write,
were prey to the rhetoric and rumors,
and were very frightened. But in
attempting to cover such cataclysmic
events historically as they unfolded in
an essentially oral society, the record
captured in the media and in other
documentary sources was not enough.
All too often the media reported
rhetoric that hid rather than clarified
the issues involved. There were huge
gaps when developments were simply
not understood, not recorded, or not
commented on by the media. A good
history will be one that somehow cov-
ers these gaps as well. 

The upshot is that that Fraenkel’s
book, the first trawl through the local
and international media sources,
while creditable and invaluable as a
pioneer work, leaves one highly dis-
satisfied with the “foreign-ness” of it
all—or, put differently, frustrated
with the almost complete lack of
indigenous voices. One longs to hear
through first-hand interviews what
any leading player believed he was
trying to do then, and what now, with
the benefit of hindsight, he believes
actually happened on the ground.
What was the divergence between
rhetoric and results? Can an account
really be judged as history, or even as
a historical record, without the local
people themselves being center stage?
Whose history is it?

Clive Moore’s book was no doubt
researched and written in parallel
with Fraenkel’s, and was published
only a few months later. Naturally it
traverses much the same ground.
After a highly insightful overview, his
last four chapter headings convey well
how he saw the crisis evolve: “Liber-
ating Guadalcanal: The Isatabu Free-
dom Movement and the Malaita
refugees, 1988–2000”; “The Eagle
has landed: The Malaita Eagle Force,
January–June 2000”; “The incredible
sinking nation: Manasseh Sogavare’s
government, June 2000–December
2001”; and “Rescuing a failing state:
The government of Sir Allan Kema-
keza, 2001–2004”; and a conclusion
titled “ramsi: The aftermath.”

But it would be a mistake to imply
that Moore’s book duplicates that by
Fraenkel. Moore has a much deeper
knowledge of the Solomons, since
1974, and writes more commentary
on events and their context as he sees
them. Again there are few interviews,
and a heavy reliance on print and
media sources, but Moore’s analysis
is deeper. 

Moore is particularly good at con-
veying the international context in
which these events need to be seen.
An Australian himself, Moore pulls
no punches in condemning the extra-
ordinary changes in the Australian
government’s responses. He quotes
Prime Minister John Howard’s speech
in the Australian Parliament in April
2000 when he declined the appeal of
Solomons Prime Minister Bartholo-
mew Ulufa‘alu to intervene. Moore
notes this as a major misjudgment of
the seriousness of the situation. He is
also critical of the Australian evacua-
tion of their nationals following the
coup in June 2000, which was indeed
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a self-fulfilling prophecy leading only
to a further decline in local and busi-
ness confidence as well as in law and
order. Moore sees the peace-monitor-
ing Operation Helpem Fren in July
2003 as a long overdue reversal of
Australian policy following directly
from the aftermath of 9/11 and from
the October 2002 bombing of Aus-
tralian tourists in Bali. Moore con-
cludes his book with the arrival in
Honiara on 24 July 2003 of the
Australian-led intervention force,
ramsi (Regional Assistance Mission
to Solomon Islands), tasked to restore
law and order and to begin to rehabil-
itate the shattered economy and
broken society. He barely mentions,
though, that the exhausted people
of Honiara gave the Australians,
and the New Zealanders, a rapturous
welcome.

Moore’s work is scholarly, thought-
ful, perceptive, and thoroughly worth
buying. But again there must be a
reservation about endorsing it for,
like Fraenkel, Moore remains essen-
tially an outsider looking in. The
indigenous history, or rather the
indigenous histories, of the crisis in
the Happy Isles, have yet to be
published. 

However, as Moore notes in his
acknowledgments, from 1999 onward
an extraordinary network of Solomon
Islanders overseas began and main-
tained an e-mail chat group called 
Iu-Mi-Nao, which translates into
something rather like “It’s Up To Us
To Do It! And Now!” Over the next
few years, students, academics, for-
mer diplomats, and many others
debated on the Internet the latest
reports of day-to-day occurrences,
media and other freedoms, and how
best to redress and reform the nation.

By using the Net, these émigré patri-
ots abroad sought from all sides to
understand and share their indigenous
perceptions of what was happening
among their largely illiterate and often
voiceless wantoks (literally, “one talk”;
relative or language group) at home.
Thus, through e-mail, there was
indigenous discussion throughout,
even though mostly from a distance.
It is very much to be hoped that these
vigorous indigenous commentaries,
a modern equivalent of “coconut
radio” (gossip), has been preserved
somehow, somewhere. With further
in-depth interviewing of the real par-
ticipants while they are still alive, the
accumulated postings of that e-mail
chat group could yet provide some-
thing more like a view from the
inside. 

Meanwhile these two expatriate
chronologies by Jon Fraenkel and
Clive Moore, whether good histories,
bad histories, or indeed “real” histo-
ries, are certainly the best published
so far. They are indispensable sum-
maries tracing how the Solomons fell
so unexpectedly and so quickly from
being a struggling near-nation to
becoming a failed state.

rhys richards
Wellington, New Zealand

* * *

The Unseen City: Anthropological
Perspectives on Port Moresby, Papua
New Guinea, by Michael Goddard.
Canberra: Pandanus Books, 2005.
isbn 1-74076-134-0; 225 pages,
notes, bibliography. a$34.95.

“The Unseen City” that is the focus
of this collection of essays is the part
of Port Moresby that remains out of




